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Abstract In multimodal human computer dialog, non-verbal channels, such as facial expression, posture, gesture, etc., combined with spoken information, are also important in the procedure of dialogue. Nowadays, in spite of high performance of users’ single channel behavior computing, it is still great challenge to understand users’ intention accurately from their multimodal behaviors. One reason for this challenge is that we still need to improve multimodal information fusion in theories, methodologies and practical systems. This paper presents a review of data fusion methods in multimodal human computer dialog. We first introduce the cognitive assumption of single channel processing, and then discuss its implementation methods in human computer dialog; for the task of multi-modal information fusion, serval computing models are presented after we introduce the principle description of multiple data fusion. Finally, some practical examples of multimodal information fusion methods are introduced and the possible and important breakthroughs of the data fusion methods in future multimodal human-computer interaction applications are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Since the advent of computers, humans have dreamed of one day having a natural conversation with computers. In the beginning of the 21st century, the information service represented by call center represents the arrival of the era of highly intensive voice and text information. It has provided information support for the social service industry and economic benefits. It was predicate by Negroponte Nicholas in his well-known book “Being Digital” [1] that “in 1,000 years, people and machines will talk more than people”. With no more than 20 years, with the development of speech recognition, speech synthesis and natural languages understanding technologies, natural conversation between human and computer has made great progress. After decades of development, the man-machine dialogue system has developed from the early telephone voice system, such as language learning, ticket and hotel booking, etc., [2-4] to the current inaccurate questions and answers, such as speech assistant: Apple Siri and Google Duplex.

In traditional human computer dialog techniques, human-computer interaction focused on speech and language information processing. While in people’ daily face-to-face communication, their information is often transmitted from multiple channels, including facial expressions, emotional voice, postures and gestures. For example, in the process of human interaction, when one's voice or tone is not
enough to reflect the specific meaning of expression, human tend to express their intentions using not only speech but also facial expressions, body movements or gesture [5]. In these cases, a simple expression, such as gestures’ fast and slow movement, amplitude changes in smile, contain rich interactive information in human computer dialog. The multi-modal human-computer dialogue is superior to the traditional single mode in the efficiency and integrity of information expression.

Compared with traditional single-channel interaction, multimodal human-computer interaction has a wider and potential application in mobile interaction and natural interaction [6, 7], such as smart home [8], smart human-computer dialogue[9, 10], somatosensory interaction [11-13], education [14], etc. In recent years, artificial intelligence technology contribute to largely improvement for single channel behavior perception, including speech recognition [15, 16], face recognition [17, 18], emotional understanding [19-23], gesture comprehension [24-27], posture analysis [12, 28, 29], handwriting comprehension [30-32], eye trace[33-35], touch[36-39]etc.. Nowadays, the computer is able to understand the users well for one channel behavior.

Traditional single channel human computer interaction methods, such as mouse and keyboard, or graphic interface, obtain users’ input signals accurately from capture device. However, under the condition of multimodal human dialog and natural interaction, the machine needs to judge users’ intention from multiple channels, for example in the field of home service robots, when a user points to an apple on the table and says, "please give me the apple", the robot needs to accurately understand the user's target “apple” from the speech context and the “position” demonstrated by the gesture. Understanding of user intentions from users’ multi-modal information fusion plays key role in the nature interaction in human-computer dialog. Therefore, Multimodal data fusion in multimodal human-computer dialog is a very dynamic and extensive research field. The goal of this paper is not to present a complete summary of this field, but to analyze the characteristics of multimodal information processing in multi-modal human computer dialog, and then to introduce how multi-modal information fusion can increase the interaction feeling of human computer dialog.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we first introduce the concept of multi-modal fusion and the assumption of multimodal information fusion in cognitive science in section 2; in section 3, we will introduce some multi-modal information fusion methods in practical applications; discussion and conclusions are presented in section 4 and section 5.

2 Multi-modal Information Fusion

Various types of channels exist in interaction. Although the data acquisition and storage methods of these channels are quite different, they share some common characteristics in information processing from the perspective of cognitive science. In this section, we will introduce the calculation of single channel information, and then discuss the processing of multimodal information.

2.1 Single Channel Information Processing

2.1.1 Information Processing in Cognitive Assumption

Cognitive psychology supposes that human processing information follows three hypotheses: Channel-Filter (CF), Limited-Capacity (LC) and Active-Processing (AP). The first two hypotheses are mainly related to single-channel information processing, the latter is more related to multimodal information processing [40, 41].

Single Channel-Filter hypothesis refers to that human beings first process the information of each channel separately, and then form the cognitive characteristics of each channel [40, 41]. According to
the external situation of the channel, they select the representation of the learning object [42]. Limited-Capacity hypothesis refers to the limited capacity of data processed one time, which means that the channel information capacity that learners can maintain has certain limitations at a time [43, 44]. Experiments found that human memory span is about seven units, such as subjects in the order of one word per second. After reading a string of numbers, the subjects were able to repeat about seven digits accurately [45]. Some scholars even believe that there is less capacity [46]. This shows that the information that humans can focus on is very limited without using cognitive functions such as association, reasoning, and memory [47].

Recently, more psychological experiments and cognitive discoveries have further confirmed the hypothesis of Channel-Filter and Limited Capacity [42, 48]. Cognitive science regards that human memory structure is consisted of three levels: sensory memory, working memory and long-term memory [42]. The hypothesis of Limited Capacity mostly occurs in the sensory level, while information process last including these three levels, from sensory memory to working memory and until to long-term memory [49].

**2.1.2 Single Channel Information Computing**

In early interactive systems, users’ interactive intentions are converted to position, click and touch pressure in screen from different devices, such as keyboard and mouse. Similarly, in recent human computer dialog system, different kind of channel information is converted into behavior recognition, and then the system gives feedback according to the behavior recognition results. The conversion of these single channel numbers into intention understanding can be simplified by formula (1).

\[
y^t = f(x^t, x^{t-1}, ..., x^{t-l})
\]

In formula (1), \(x^t\) is the input signal at time \(t\) for one channel \(x\), such as the positions of strokes, gestures, emotions and speech. \(l\) is the length of information units to process, \(y^t\) means the recognition result at time \(t\). In this way, the processing of single channel information becomes a problem of function fitting or pattern classification.

The assumption of Channel Filter and Limited Capacity are related to the two variables \(x\) and \(l\) in formula (1). \(x\) corresponds to the signals or the feature presentation. Before the rise of deep learning, artificially designed features played key role in calculation of intention understanding. Now, the features obtained by deep network structures automatically do not perform less than the features by designed domain experts [50, 51]. Generally speaking, it is an important task to find better feature representation in channel filter processing.

\(l\) in formula (1) presents the length of features in memory, which is related to the Limited-Capacity assumption. In the traditional machine learning process, \(l\) is viewed the time window of the input signal. The values of \(l\) partly affect the accuracy of recognition results. For example, in the task of facial emotion recognition, the emotion recognition results are relatively better when the values of \(l\) is set to 11 in cascaded support vector machines [52]. The similar situations are also discussed in the field of speech recognition [16, 53] and gesture recognition [27, 54]. The Limited-Capacity assumption is also validated in the long-short memory recurrent neural network (LSTM). When the pooling characteristic are added in the middle layer of LSTM, the model achieved higher performances in emotional recognition [21], gesture recognition [24, 25] and speech recognition [16, 53].

**2.2 Multimodal Information Processing**
2.2.1 Cognitive Assumption of Multi-modal Information Fusion

With the increasing computing power of computer, the performance achieved by computer for single channel signal is close to or even outperform the users without domain knowledge. Just like single channel processing, the multi-modal information processing is a process of re identification after sample learning.

It was regarded that cognition processes fall into two categories: memory and understanding. Memory refers to the ability of a person to recall, recognize and learn materials or information presented in the past. Understanding is the ability to construct a mental representation of the learned content and skills. Understanding occurs after memory and can be applied in a new situation. This ability enables learners to apply what they have learned in a new situation, and the effect can be measured by a transfer test [55]. An important character of understanding is that learners will face new situations, and they need to transfer the knowledge learned to solve the problem. multi-modal information fusion is conducive to understanding through memory, and in turn continue to promote memory [56, 57].

Cognitive enhancement is based on third assumptions in cognitive science learning process: Active-Processing hypothesis. Active processing refers to the strategy of encoding, organizing and integrating new information with learned knowledge to participate in cognitive processing. The target of Active-Processing is to establish a consistent psychological representation of different channel knowledge and experience [49].

2.2.2 Framework of Multi-modal Information Fusion

Multimodal information fusion runs through sensory memory, working memory and long-term memory modules, and it correspond to three hypotheses of human cognition after multi-modal signal acquisition [55]. Human perceptual channels acquire information, including images, voice, touch and other signals, complete the feature representation and coding, selectively enter the working memory area. Because of the Limited-Capacity principle, the selected features are retained in the corresponding brain regions for a short period of time, and multimodal features are correlated and fused. For specific tasks, Active-Processing include attention, association and reasoning mechanisms, triggering long-term memory of the learned historical knowledge, synthesizing the multimodal fusion information in working memory and obtain the final judgment [58].

The cognitive process of multimodal learning indicates that the fusion of multimodal information occurs in working memory, and the fusion process triggers the formation of long-term memory knowledge. Although there is no definite conclusion about the storage of formation and knowledge in the brain, a task for cognitive science is to explore the enhancement effect of intention understanding from multimodal information fusion over single-channel information processing. At the same time, computer engineers and researchers tried to verify whether multimodal information fusion would help information understanding based on the single-channel knowledge, and if so, how much more accurate the latter will be than the single-channel information.

Based on the presentation of formula (1), formula (2) gives the description form of multimodal information fusion.

\[
y^t = f[\bigoplus_{k=1}^{K} (x^t_k), \bigoplus_{r=1}^{k} (x^{r-1}_k), \ldots, \bigoplus_{r=1}^{K} (x^{r-1}_K)]
\]

(2)

In formula (2), \(k(2 \leq k \leq K)\) is the number of channels. \(x^t_k\) is the input signals at time \(t\) for the \(k\)-th channel. The symbol \(\bigoplus_{k=1}^{K} (x^t_k)\) presents the fusion of multimodal signals from \(x^t_1\) to \(x^t_K\). \(y^t\)
is the fusion results of all channels at time $t$. Being similar to the single channel processing, Eq. (2) can be simplified as a function fitting problem. However, because of the distinct difference of different various channels, it is difficult to write $\bigoplus_{k=1}^{K} (x_k^t)$ in an uniform format.

A quantitative analysis of multimodal information fusion is introduced in [59]. Supposing that $x_k^t$ follows Gaussian distribution, denoted as $x_k^t \sim \mathcal{N}(u_k, \delta_k)$, and the degree of confidence for each channel could be described as $w_k = \frac{1/\delta_k^2}{\sum 1/\delta_k^2}$. Then, the multi-modal signal fusion process could be expressed as a formula (3). Formula (3) actually is a maximum likelihood estimation for multiple Gauss signals. With the presentation of formula (3), the calculation of multimodal information fusion is expediently converted to a patterns classification problem.

$$\tilde{S} = \bigoplus_{k=1}^{K} (s_k) \sim \mathcal{N}\left(\sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k u_k, \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_k \delta_k^2\right)$$ (3)

[59] further discussed the information fusion through a perception experiment for depth information fusion from visual and tactile dual-channels perception by virtue of virtual reality environment. Statistical results show that the results of scene depth estimation experiment obey the description of formula (3) in the depth information of visual and tactile dual-channel perception scene. The fusion of multimodal signals can be expressed as the maximum likelihood estimation of multiple signals when the single channel signal obeys Gaussian distribution. And at the same time, the channel with higher confidence plays a more dominant role in fusion.

### 3 Fusion Method of Multimodal Information

Comprehension of users’ behaviors happens at or after the time of multimodal information fusion. The multimodal information fusion styles influence the calculation model. According to the data where and when fused happened, fusion could be happened at data (feature) level, model level and decision level respectively. According to the calculation method, the fusion can be divided into rule-based and statistic (machine learning) based fusion [10, 60]. Considering the relativity of different channels, some literatures concluded their relations into the three categories: complementary, mutual exclusion and redundancy [61]. Among these fusion strategies, the statistical and machine learning methods are widely applied in users’ behavior comprehension. Therefore in the following subsections, we focus introduce statistics and machine learning fusion methods.

#### 3.1 Bayesian Decision Model

The characteristic of Bayesian decision-making is that it can adopt subjective probability estimation to some unknown states from incomplete information. It is able to modify the probability of occurrence, and finally make the optimal decision with expected probability [62]. When the joint distribution probability of multimodal signals is known, Bayesian decision-making is able to retrieve some missing signals from historical experience, and obtain the global optimal evaluation of the whole multi-modal signal fusion. Supposing the probability of joint distribution of different channel signals is $p_S(S) = p_S(s_1, s_2, ..., s_D)$, where $D$ means the number of channels, then the probability of the edge distribution of a channel observation signal, denoted as $p_d(d_{obs})$, could be written as $p_d(d_{obs}|S) \times p_S(S)$, where $p_d(d_{obs})$ is the observation value of the $d$-th channel. According to Bayesian theory, given the prior knowledge and the joint distribution probability of a given channel signals could be written as formula (4) and formula (5).

$$p_d(S|d_{obs}) = p_d(d_{obs}|S) \times p_S(S) / p_d(d_{obs})$$ (4)
\[ p_d (d_{obs}) = \int_S p_d (d_{obs}|S) \times p_s (S) \times dV_s \] (5)

In (4) and (5), \( p_d (d_{obs}) \) is the observation of the edge distribution, which corresponds to the actual observation of a channel signal. According to the initial values of \( p_d (d_{obs}) \), \( p_d (d_{obs}|S) \) and \( p_s (S) \), we could obtain the accurate values of \( p_s (S) \) and \( p_d (d_{obs}) \) iteratively using (4) and (5).

Because of the advantages in multi-channel information integration, Bayesian decision model can retrieve the optimal decision under partial observation conditions from incomplete information. It potentially improves the performance of users’ behaviors comprehension from incomplete observation signals. This make Bayesian decision model well adopted in the fields of face tracking [63], user behavior perception [64], robot pose estimation and obstacle avoidance [65], emotional understanding [66] and multi sensor information alignment and observation data analysis [67].

3.2 Neural Network Model for Multimodal Information Fusion

The traditional neural network model has good performance in nonlinear function fitting, and the neural networks with deep structure are widely used in speech recognition, man-machine dialogue, machine translation, semantic understanding, object recognition, gesture detection and tracking. In the field of emotional recognition, the best result obtained by computer using depth-long-short-term memory neural network model (Long Short-Term Memory Neural Networks, LSTM) is about 10% different from that obtained by professionals [21, 23]. In the field of speech recognition, for dialect accent speech recognition, depth recurrent neural networks (RNN) can achieve a word recognition accuracy of 95%, which is very close to human level [68]. In the field of image target recognition, the Very Large Scale Convolution Neural Network (CNN) has exceeded the level of ordinary human identification [69, 70]. In the single channel depth neural network model technology, many researchers synthesize the above LSTM, CNN, RNN structures to build large-scale depth neural network model for multi-channel information fusion, trying to process multi-channel information indistinguishably in the fusion stage. Generally speaking, multi-modal information fusion is applied to deep neural networks. Like ordinary multi-channel information fusion, it takes place in three levels in structure, namely early data level fusion, medium-term model level fusion and late rule level fusion [60]. Fig. 1(a), Fig. 1(b), Fig. 1(c) correspond to the above three kinds of multi-channel information fusion abstract representation. We can see that data or feature-level fusion is performed by using the extracted features from each modality and concatenating these features into one large vector. While those of model-level and decision level fusion for different modality are performed at middle layers and top layers of whole fusion structures.

![Figure 1 Structure of classical neural networks for information fusion. (a) Fusion at data or feature level ; (b) Fusion at model level ; (c) Fusion at decision level.](image_url)

Based on the above structure, a variety of multi-channel information fusion can further combine the above structure, build more complex large-scale structure, and realize multi-task learning [71-73].
Cross-modal learning[74]. At the same time, in the case of joint training based on multi-modal data, this kind of structure can achieve good results even if one modal information is missing. It has achieved good results in multi-channel emotion recognition, semantic understanding, target learning and other fields. Nevertheless, such networks are relatively targeted to certain tasks. If the tasks are changed, users need to modify the network structure including network structures and parameters, which make the design of deep neural network structure a time-consuming and labor-intensive work. Therefore, researchers hope that a hybrid neural network structure can perform multiple tasks simultaneously to reduce its workload in structural design and training. In view of this, researchers began to focus on building a multi-channel joint feature sharing layer by using large data joint training, and then a deep multi-modal fusion structure which can process multi-tasks simultaneously in the recognition stage. For example, Google scholars try to suggest a unified in-depth learning model that adaptively addresses multiple different types of tasks in different domains and data modes without significant performance loss on specific tasks [75]. A detailed description of the three parts is given in Figure 3 of [75].

3.3 Graph Model based Information Fusion

Graph model combines probability calculation with graph theory to provide a better tool for calculating uncertainties. Different from neural network models, the nodes and the connections between nodes make it advantageous to calculate the relationship between variables and adjacent variables. Graph models can be divided into undirected graph model and directed graph model according to the direction of the connection between nodes. With the help of multi-scale analysis, undirected graph is widely used in scene segmentation, video content analysis, text semantic understanding and so on. Segmentation, detection and tracking of human motion in video based on Markov field model [76], Undirected graph model joint multi-document summarization extraction [77], Undirected graph estimation based on groupings is used to retrieve missing features in multi-channel information [78], sentiment classification of text, video and audio information based on undirected graph model [66], detection of brain pleasure activity distribution in multimodal brain regions based on Gauss graph model [79].

Compared with undirected graph model, the connection between nodes of directed graph model not only remembers the data flow direction, but also records the state jump probability in the learning process. Directed graph model can be used not only in uncertainty calculation, but also in decision-making reasoning for time series problems. For example, dynamic Bayesian model imitates human writing process [80]. Gesture and gesture understanding based on Markov decision process understanding [81], Optimal decision of multi-user behavior conflict based on directed graph model [61, 82], Multimodal man-machine dialogue based on weighted finite state automata for decision-making strategy of modal conflict dialogue[61].

In addition to the above multi-channel information fusion calculation model, there are many other models also used for multi-channel information fusion, such as multi-level support vector machine, decision regression tree, random forest and other methods, because the length of this article, we will not describe them totally here.

4 Multimodal Information Fusion in Human Computer Dialog

4.1 The General Framework of Multimodal Human Computer Dialog

In human’ daily life, various interaction channels, such as speech, gesture, body movement, facial and emotional expression, gaze, touch and so on, contribute to human’s nature social communication. In
spite of various interaction channels, speech and visual information are the still two main channels that influence and determine the process and quality of communication in dialogs. Like human dialog, human-computer dialog relies on the reception and analysis of multi-modal users’ behaviors, as well as the understanding of the context and scene context of interaction. Therefore correspondingly, in the framework of multimodal human computer dialog, there contains information acquisition, information processing, information output modules. The information acquisition part usually refers to the computer through camera, microphone and other sensors to obtain human multi-modal behaviors, and further transmitted to the information processing part. According to the multi-modal information input by the system, the information processing module analyzes human interaction information, and produces dialogue content and feedback to users. Fig. 2 presents a general framework for multimodal human computer dialog.

In Fig. 2, the users’ behavior information, such as verbal information from speech and tones, visual information from gaze, facial expression, gesture and posture, physiological signal from blood pressure and pulse, are captured and inputted to multi-modal dialog management (multi-modal DM) module. In multi-modal DM, multi-modal information fusion is used to combine all users’ behavior information. The methods introduced in section 4 could be used here for multi-modal information fusion. In most cases, users’ multimodal information could be presented by a composite feature vector [21] or multi-layer cascaded feature vectors [5]. Generally, we need to consider two types of multi-modal human computer dialog tasks: Task-Oriented and Non-Task-Oriented dialog. For Task-Oriented dialog task, the users’ behaviors are needed to be classified into different intentions from feature vectors or cascaded feature vectors. According to different intentions, DM’s target is to find appropriate answers to users. While for Non-Task-Oriented dialog, DM’s target is to generate suitable sentences to users. We will introduce the feedback generation methods for these two types of tasks in the following subsections.

4.2 Task-Oriented Multi-modal Human Computer Dialog
Task-Oriented dialog systems are generally designed to accomplish specific tasks, such as website customer service, vehicle assistants, etc. In most cases, computer Task-Oriented dialog systems are designed to provide information and support users for tasks. Given certain tasks, the target of
Task-Oriented dialog systems are designed to complete tasks in possible small amount of interaction turns. Therefore, workflows behind the dialog interaction procedures are important factor for an practical Task-Oriented dialog system. As for Task-Oriented dialog managements, the computer needed to first understand users’ intentions accurately, and then generate suitable answers to users.

Depended on the fusion method of multimodal information introduced in section 4, users’ multi-modal behavior information could be presented as combined features. Then users’ intention calculation is transferred to a classification problem. Intention calculation is essentially targeted to generate suitable answers to users. At this step, DM usually considers answer generation as a problem of sentences retrieve or sentence generation from given patterns according to the dialog states. Sentences retrieve often select appropriate sentences from database for the each state. In this way, dialog state tracking is crucial for Task-Oriented dialog management.

The dialog state tracking challenge (DSTC) endorsed by SIGdial and supported by Microsoft Research, Institute for Infocomm Research and COLIPS, expect the challenge on human dialogs will contribute to progress in developing much more human-like systems [83]. It defines the representation of dialog states and updates them at each moment on a given on-going conversation, and proposes a series of pilot tracks for the core components in developing end-to-end dialog systems based on the same dataset. However, DSTC are originally designed for nature language processing. While in multi-modal dialog system, we need combine multimodal channel information together to obtain users’ dialog intention or state. In early researches on this point, in order to reduce the uncertainty and ambiguity of each analysis module on state analysis, multimodal DM usually consider the speech information as the main interactive channel, and used, slot-filling, finite state machine (FSM), graph model, partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs), etc, to manage the dialog states. For example, the paper presents a POMDP optimization technique composite summary point-based value iteration, which enables optimization to be performed on slot-filling POMDP-based dialog managers of a realistic size [84]; SmartKom separately parses each channel and gradually extends it to the fusion of each channel through adaptive confidence measurement, forming user intention grid for subsequent processing [85]. In [86], finite state machine (FSM) is used to integrate and understand the channel information from gestures and voices. 2002). According to the influence of different channels on speech interaction, the literature divides their processing methods into three modes: information complementary mode, information fusion mode and information independent mode [10]. Then, semantic understanding and dialogue management are carried out according to the results of speech recognition, expression, posture and emotion. Literature [87] in the construction of interactive system for children reading companion robot, the interaction process is divided into eight states, according to the different interaction needs and situations of children, the system jumps between eight states to ensure the interaction of robustness and coherence. Directed graph Model is one of the most important tools for man-machine interaction task management [61, 88, 89]. It can be seen that the purpose of interactive management is to plan the computation of multi-channel information in time and space, so that user interaction is more robust and natural. Given a message, the system retrieves related responses from the repository and returns the most reasonable response. That is to say, we would not generate a new response, but select the most suitable response (originally made to other messages) as reply to the current message [90]. However, these sentence retrieve methods depended on the sentence previously set in database, somehow it is still inflexibility for spoken dialog, where some key words for slot or dialog states were possibly omitted in conversation in a long term dialog. This is a great challenging in dialog tracking traditional methods.
To this end, researchers now combine deep learning techniques in state tracking, and achieve more accurate state tracking in long conversation environments. Neural Belief Tracking (NBT) framework use representation learning to compose them into distributed representations of user utterances and dialogue context from pre-trained word vectors [91]. NPCEditor provides a user-friendly editor for creating a natural language processing component for virtual humans capable of engaging users’ behaviors in spoken dialog on a limited domain. It uses statistical language classification technology for mapping from a user’s text input to system responses [92]. Recurrent neural network (RNN) encoder-decoder model is used in [93] provide baselines in two different environments: one where models are trained to select the correct next response from a list of candidate responses, and one where models are trained to maximize the log likelihood of a generated utterance conditioned on the context of the conversation. And these two scheme are both evaluated on a recall task, and using vector-based metrics that capture the topicality of the responses. The experiments demonstrate that Dual Encoder (DE) model using both recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and long short-term memory (LSTMs) outperform traditional term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) methods. It could be seen that in Task-Oriented multi-modal human computer dialog, deep structures outperform traditional statistical model in response generation on the situations that slot key words and dialog states possibly omitted.

4.3 Non-Task-Oriented Multi-modal Human Computer Dialog
Non-Task-Oriented multi-modal human computer dialog system is also called open domain dialogue system or chat system. The challenge of Non-Task-Oriented multi-modal human computer dialog is to generate suitable responses in non-standard chat environment. In recent years, with the rapid growth of social data on the internet, data-driven open domain dialogue system has gradually become a hot topic in academia and industry. The role of human-computer dialogue system has gradually changed from the role of service to the role of chat partner.

As for Non-Task-Oriented multi-modal human computer dialog, a successful sentence-matching algorithm therefore needs to capture not only the internal structures of sentences but also the rich patterns in their interactions, since natural language sentences have complicated structures, both sequential and hierarchical, that are essential for understanding them. Most researchers adopt deep neural network to generate the sentences from large scale of social data. RNN, and convolutional neural network (CNN) based end-to-end encoder-decoder model have been widely used in Non-Task-Oriented multi-modal human computer dialog [94, 95]. In this task, a typical example is XiaoBin, which presents a response retrieval approach to find responses based on unstructured documents. For each user utterance and inputted images, instead of looking for the best Q-R pair or generating a word sequence based on language generation techniques, XiaoBin selects a sentence by ranking all possible sentences based on language and visual features designed at different levels of granularity [96]. The proposed method, encoder-labeler LSTM, first encodes the whole input sequence into a fixed length vector with the encoder LSTM, and then uses this encoded vector as the initial state of another LSTM for sequence labeling. With this method, it can predict the label sequence while taking the whole input sequence information into consideration [97]. These deep structures have the following advantages compared to traditional language models: 1) the hierarchical sentence modeling through layer-by-layer composition help to the capturing of the rich matching patterns at different levels of abstraction; 2) helps to generate the continuous latent variable representing the high-level semantic content of the response and the response word by word conditioned from the context [98, 99].
Other methods, such as attention model [100], reinforcement learning [101], incremental learning [102] and adversarial Learning [103] have been introduced in sentence generation. These machine learning methods help non-goal-driven systems to carry out natural language understanding, reasoning, decision making and natural language generation in order to replicate or emulate the behavior of the agents in the training corpus.

4.4 Conversational Schema that Interleave Task and Non-Task Content
Some researchers tried to find some conversational schemes that interleave Task and Non-Task content in a practical system. A type of conversational humanoid robot, which can engage in both task-oriented dialogues and non-task-oriented dialog for accurately understanding human requests or non-task-oriented dialogues to allow humans to enjoy conversations [104]. Reinforcement learning was used to combine these two types of conversation systems smoothly by training a response selection policy [105]. Similarly, different from these pure task or pure non-task systems, Q-learning method and reinforcement learning algorithms were used to train policies that choose among task and non-task candidate responses to optimize towards a coherent, consistent and informative conversation with respect to different users [106, 107]. We can see from the literatures that selection policy is the key component for conversational schema that interleave task and non-task content.

4.5 Challenges
Multichannel information provides robustness interface, error correction mechanism and interactive options to different situations and environments. However, in essence, multichannel user behavior does not belong to interface operations, so simply converting multichannel signals into interface operations or events may be invalid or even useless [6]. Researchers have suggested that multi-channel interaction can lead to a multi-channel problem. The reason is that the multi-channel human-computer interaction gives users a greater degree of freedom of expression, such as voice, posture, emotional expression in the interaction has the characteristics of uncertainty and casualness. The richness and fuzziness of this expression cannot be accurately mapped to the traditional human-computer interaction interface operation, which makes the system feedback inaccurate. The system needs to manage the integration of multi-channel interaction information [108].

Under the premise that each channel can be obtained and their features could be unified representation synchronously, the current multimodal information fusion relies on the rationality of the design of the interactive system, in addition to the accuracy of the single channel information identification. At present, the existing artificial intelligence methods have partially explored the first three points above and achieved some results on some data sets. However, in the multi-modal human-computer dialog applications, there is a lack of a multi-channel human-computer interaction model which satisfies the four characteristics of the appeal. Constructing a multi-channel information fusion and understanding model with intelligent growth, which enables computer systems to learn, understand and integrate new knowledge into existing knowledge in interaction with users, will be an important breakthrough direction of human-computer dialog in future. To adapt to the characteristics of user's freedom of behavior and changing interactive environment in human-computer dialog, multi-channel information fusion technology needs at least the ability to learn and grow with human-computer dialog in a new environment through simply presetting.

5 Conclusions
This paper briefly reviews the hypothesis and experimental verification of multi-channel information
fusion in cognitive science and computer science, and then introduces the common multi-channel information fusion models, as well as some examples of practical multimodal human computer dialog managements. We can see that in spite of high performance of users’ single channel behavior computing, it is still great challenge to understand users’ intention accurately from their multimodal behaviors. One reason for this challenge is that there is still no applicable method for multimodal information fusion. This paper presents a review of data fusion methods in multimodal human computer dialog. We first introduce the cognitive assumption of single channel processing, and then discuss its implementation methods in human computer dialog; then for the task fusion of multi-modal information, we present serval computing models after we introduce the principle description of multiple data fusion.

After we discussed the existing defaults of current multimodal information methods, for example: in the case of minor errors in speech recognition and video analysis, the existing multi-channel fusion models and interaction systems lack the ability of self-correction. The future human-computer dialog applications, such as home service robots, intelligent education, etc., are hoped to own the abilities of learning from users’ interactions. Finally, some practical examples of multimodal information fusion methods are presented and the possible and important breakthroughs of the data fusion methods in future multimodal human-computer interaction applications are discussed.
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